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H O P E  a S A C R I F I C E  a U N I T Y  

In a universe of dangerous interplanetary travel, first contact with strange. alien races, the emergence 
,,,ysterious psionic powers among humanity, and the rediscovered menace of the Aberrant horde that 

endangers all life, the Lon  Trinity is a force for good, dedicated to the protection of Earth. In a time ofgreat 
uncertainty and apprehension, Lon  stands at the forefront of humanity, both protecting and leading the way 
into a bold hture. We lead the way in hopes of unifying all people to face the destiny that lies before us. 

GRf ETINGS, COLLEAGUE 
A number of powerful forces are active in the modern universe, forces that have the 

capacity to change humanity’s course forever. The E o n  Trinity finds itself in a unique posi- 
tion regarding these various agencies. As you know, an important aspect of the Trinity’s 
actions involves coordinating others’ efforts to achieve Eon’s  goals. The Trinity’s role therein 
is now, in the 22nd century, more vital than ever before. Aberrant attacks grow more 
concerted; divisiveness escalates between - and within - the psi orders; and suspicion, 
panic and greed overwhelm human governments. 

However, the very factors that call for our intervention likewise make our efforts that 
much more difficult to accomplish. The road ahead is a difficult one. We members of the 
E o n  Trinity must put our differences aside and commit ourselves to  uniting humanity and 
even our alien friends against the threats arrayed before us. We must be  prepared to sacri- 
fice ourselves in this effort if doing so fulfills our goals. We must never give up on  our dream 
of realizing humanity’s full potential, for as long as w e  hope, then we may still triumph. 

I speak to  you not only as a fellow Trinity member, but as a friend and brother. We must 
act together, taking advantage of every available resource. This transmission is but a small 
part of the information that our colleagues in Triton Division have recovered and compiled 
from various OpNet nodes. Its usefulness will vary with the situations you discover yourself 
in, but I a m  confident that you will find these files to beneficial in your work. 

Good luck to  you. 

Neville Archer 
Director, Neptune Division 
E o n  Trinity 
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Humanity has  s p e n t  est in these areas. This is not . defeated decisively, the pub- 
most of its relatively short surprising. Of all the psionic lic is concerned that more of 
time on Earth huddled on six aptitudes, their biokinetic tal- * the creatures may be evad- 
of t h e  seven  major land- . ent is the most useful in ex- e ing patrols. 
masses that span the globe. treme environments. A Norw This concern is partially 
Two-thirds of Earth’s surface may alter his very physiology justified. The Nor@ have un- 
remains relatively untouched to survive - even thrive - in covered three undersea Ab- 
by human hands. Economic , frozen arctic wastes and un- * errant lairs to date. Our in- 
wealth, scientific enlighten- der crushing undersea pres- vestigations indicate that one 
ment, energyresources-all sures. For the most part, the * of these  might well have 
of these  things lie under  shifters leave the other orders been maintained since before 
Antarctica’s frozen tundra ~ to their stellar patrols: the bio- the Aberrant War. The idea 
and in Earth’s oceans. With kinetics guard Earth’s poles that s o m e  Aberrants may 
the skill and technology at  e and oceans against Aberrant have never left Earth in the 
humanity’s  disposal ,  we , incursion. Exodus is quite disturbing. 
have finally made strides in Satellite networks, re- The Trinity cannot ignore the 
exploring Earth’s last great launched after the Aberrant ‘ possibility that there may be 
wilderness regions. e War, have  limited use  in e other Aberrant hideouts in 

I 

- 
scanning Antarctica’s icy (r other isolated spots on Earth Eon and the * mant le  a n d  t h e  o c e a n  -or even on Luna or other .“i 

t 

depths. Earth governments, bodies in our solar system. Psi Orders supplemented  by Legion It will take time to root 
me Trinity j<eeps an eye patrols and a Scattering Of out other possible Aberrant 

on polar and aquatic devel- * Ministry outposts, monitor havens.  Involved as t h e  
opments,  as it does every theseareasasbest theycan.  NorCa are in their  South 
other area of human involve- But even with this added as- ~ American and extraterrestrial 
mente Interestingly, the psi sistance, a vast amount OF endeavors, and additionally 
orders show little interest in ‘ territory remains for t h e  ‘ purported t o  be the smallest 
t h e s e  r e m o t e  p r o g r a m s  Nor@ to  Patrol. g roup  of psions currently 
compared t o  the attention Psion and human patrols operating, the  biokinetics 
paid to endeavors in more have encountered solitary must  perforce be spread 
“CiviIized” regions. me or- Aberrants in both arctic and quite thin. The L o n  Trinity 
ders’ perceptions remain fo- undersea environments. Due lends what assistance that 
cused outward, on the stars, to OUT d i f f icuks  in monitor- Proxy del Fuego Will accept, 

do those of humanity in ing these regions, the mOn- and freelance p i o n s  accom- 
general. It is mainly through StrOSitieS have Used them dS pany N o r v  patrols, but de- 
Eon’s  urging that the orders landing points o n  Earth in fending  Earth remains a 
lo0ic to fiigid climes preparation for staging raids. daunting job. We must rely 
and undersea terrain at al l .  While Aberrants that have at- on the biokinetics to maintain 

of all t h e  orders, t h e  tacked from arctic regions their vigilance in these harsh 
Nor@ show the greatest inter- and the Sea have all been regions and times. 
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The last territory on Earth clusive from all over human I enticing of all terrestrial desti- 

to be opened up to permanent space. The continent’s lack of nations For slummers fleeing 
human habitation, Antarcticais universally recognized regula- North American, European 
still a forbidding, untamed ter- I tions for land use has allowed a and Chinese arcologies. Even 
ritory. The polar continent is some of the wealthiest corpo- Australia is a secondary choice 
unique on Earth as a romantic * rate heads to carve vast pri- at  times, its romantic allure 
alternative to the orbital colo- * vate retreats out of the track- compromised by centuries of 
nies - a “downside alien I less wilderness, dotting the human habitation. In fact, a 
world filled with fortune and landscape with fusion-heated substantial percentage of the 
adventure.” Unfortunately, this IJ ski lodges, and the s ly  with * “penguins” (as the Antarc- 
common sentiment is disturb- I private orbital facilities. I ticansaresomewhatderisively 
ingly accurate: Just as in the ex- Antarctica’s telecommuting called by outsiders) were origi- 
traterrestrial colonies, hostile class, too poor for such con- ‘ nally first- or second-genera- 
environmental factors and the spicuous displays of aristo- tion Schism settlers who left 
threat of Aberrant attack make cratic privilege, band together Australia when they realized 
emigration to Antarctica a risky to  form yet another wave of that the Commonwealth was 
venture - one that relocation isolationist communities, - 
brokers are still reluctant to in- 
sure. Antarctica is truly an alien 
environment, a frontier as wild 
and exotic as any of the extra- 
terrestrial colonies, despite be- 
ing as much a part of planet 
Earth as is No or the Maghreb. 

The Terrestrial 
Frontier 

Antarctica’s very remote- 
ness attracts the elite and re- 

I seeking the good life and 
entertaining fantasies of 
finding happiness as rustic 
prospectors or fishers. Such 
idealism and social disparity 
are just two of the many par- 
allels that exist among Ant- 
arctica, Luna, Mars and other 
extraterrestrial settlements. 

The simplicity of 
Antarctican communities 
make them among the most 

SITON ARCHIL 

LlVf THE ADVfNTURE ... 
... without  leaving t h  

planet! Want to  experience th 
thrill of living in the outworl 
colonies, but without the risk 
Nervous about the trip up th 
gravity well and into the u 
known? Come to Antarctica! 
Paid for by Sucasa Habitat Brokers, 
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arctic society ta 
only a passing in Conflict ;hat brokers had led them 

Still idealistic, the erst- The political allegiances terest in these ter 
while “Australians” now seek * of Antarctica’s homesteaders * torial disputes. Intern,. 

nomic powers are eager to 
reap rewards from the ice. 

The most avid develop- 
ers and financiers of Antarc- 
tic resource strategies are the 
resource-starved zahtsuand 
the geocentric Brazilians. Both 
blocs have pursued policies of 
radical expansion into the  
Antarctic economy for over 
10 years  - t h e  Nihonjin 
through the intermediaries of 
Australia and the United Na- 
t ions,  a n d  t h e  Brazilians 
through their aggressive mer- 
cantile establishment. FSA 
corporate interests, the Ar- 
gentine military and the UAN 
hold much smaller stakes in 
the Antarctic resource mar- 
ket, although these tend to  be 
minor niche operations. 
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